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Abstract
The Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) is the dominant mode of tropical atmospheric intraseasonal variability and a
primary source of predictability for global sub-seasonal prediction. Understanding the origin and perpetuation of the
MJO has eluded scientists for decades. The present paper starts with a brief review of progresses in theoretical studies
of the MJO and a discussion of the essential MJO characteristics that a theory should explain. A general theoretical
model framework is then described in an attempt to integrate the major existing theoretical models: the frictionally
coupled Kelvin–Rossby wave, the moisture mode, the frictionally coupled dynamic moisture mode, the MJO skeleton,
and the gravity wave interference, which are shown to be special cases of the general MJO model. The last part of
the present paper focuses on a special form of trio-interaction theory in terms of the general model with a simplified
Betts–Miller (B-M) cumulus parameterization scheme. This trio-interaction theory extends the Matsuno–Gill theory
by incorporating a trio-interaction among convection, moisture, and wave-boundary layer (BL) dynamics. The model
is shown to produce robust large-scale characteristics of the observed MJO, including the coupled Kelvin–Rossby
wave structure, slow eastward propagation (~5 m/s) over warm pool, the planetary (zonal) scale circulation, the BL
low-pressure and moisture convergence preceding major convection, and amplification/decay over warm/cold sea
surface temperature (SST) regions. The BL moisture convergence feedback plays a central role in coupling equatorial
Kelvin and Rossby waves with convective heating, selecting a preferred eastward propagation, and generating instability. The moisture feedback can enhance Rossby wave component, thereby substantially slowing down eastward
propagation. With the trio-interaction theory, a number of fundamental issues of MJO dynamics are addressed: why
the MJO possesses a mixed Kelvin–Rossby wave structure and how the Kelvin and Rossby waves, which propagate in
opposite directions, could couple together with convection and select eastward propagation; what makes the MJO
move eastward slowly in the eastern hemisphere, resulting in the 30–60-day periodicity; why MJO amplifies over the
warm pool ocean and decays rapidly across the dateline. Limitation and ramifications of the model results to general
circulation modeling of MJO are discussed.
Keywords: Madden–Julian oscillation, MJO theory, Tropical wave dynamics, Convectively coupled equatorial waves,
Trio-interaction theory for MJO, Moisture mode, Dynamic moisture mode
Background
Madden and Julian (1971) discovered a 40–50-day
oscillation in tropospheric zonal winds at the equatorial central Pacific. This local 40–50-day oscillation is
later understood as associated with an equatorial planetary-scale circulation system coupled with large-scale
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convection that moves eastward slowly with a speed
of about 5 m/s in the eastern hemisphere (Madden and
Julian 1971; Nakazawa 1988). This phenomenon is named
as Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO). In general, tropical
atmospheric motion exhibits a significant energy peak
on a broad range of 2–8 weeks, which is often referred
to as tropical intraseasonal variability. The MJO is the
dominant mode of tropical intraseasonal variability that
bridges weather and climate variation.
Prediction of extreme weather events two-to-six weeks
ahead (also called sub-seasonal prediction) has immense
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social–economic benefits for hazard prevention and risk
management as well as economic planning. The physical
basis for such sub-seasonal prediction is primarily rooted
in the predictability of large-scale circulation associated
with the MJO and the regulation of the MJO on extreme
and high-impact weather events such as tropical storms,
flooding, droughts, heavy snow storms, heat waves, cold
surges, wild fires, hazes, tornado and hail days (Zhang
2013; Wang and Moon 2016). The MJO is considered as a
major source of global predictability on the sub-seasonal
timescale (Waliser 2012).
Dynamical MJO prediction has significantly advanced.
The prediction skills for the first two leading modes have
increased from 7 days during 1990s to about 25–30 days
(ECMWF and GFDL models) during 2010s (Vitart 2014;
Xiang et al. 2015). However, the models still have large
room to reach potential predictability limit (Neena
et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2015). Realistic simulation of MJO
in many current general circulation models (GCMs)
remains a great challenge (Jiang et al. 2015). Understanding the origin and perpetuation of the MJO has eluded
scientists for decades. Further improvement of our
understanding of the fundamental physics of the MJO
is urgent and imperative. The present paper aims to promote theoretical understanding of the essential physics of
MJO.

Review of progresses in theoretical understanding
A variety of theories and mechanisms have been proposed to explain various aspects of MJO over the past
three decades. These theories are subjectively categorized
as four groups of basic theories plus two groups of specific theories.
1. Convectively coupled Kelvin–Rossby wave theory.
This theory is centered on interaction between convective heating, the low-frequency equatorial waves, and
the boundary layer (BL) frictional moisture convergence,
which integrated the mechanisms of the BL frictional
moisture feedback (Wang 1988b; Wang and Chen 1989),
non-linear wave-Conditional Instability of the Second
Kind (CISK) (Lau and Peng 1987), and the evaporationwind feedback (Emanuel 1987; Neelin et al. 1987; Wang
1988a). These mechanisms were later combined into a
frictionally coupled moist Kelvin–Rossby wave theory
(Wang and Rui 1990a; Wang and Li 1994; Kang et al.
2013). This theory explained why the observed MJO
features a coupled Kelvin–Rossby wave structure (Rui
and Wang 1990; Adames and Wallace 2014), why the
low sea-level pressure and the BL moisture convergence
lead the major convection in observations (Madden and
Julian 1972; Hendon and Salby 1994; Jiang and al 2015),
and why MJO moves eastward and can be unstable on
planetary scales (Wang 1988b; Wang and Rui 1990a; Li
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and Zhou 2009). The role of frictional moisture feedback
also implies potentially important roles of the shallowcongestus convection–BL circulation interaction in MJO
dynamics as proposed by Johnson et al. (1999), Lin et al.
(2004), and Kikuchi and Takayabu (2004). The weakness
of the theory is the use of a diagnostic moisture equation
and moisture feedback process is neglected. The resulting
eastward propagation speed is 10–15 m/s, which is too
fast for a warm sea surface temperature (SST) of 29 °C.
As suggested by Moskowitz and Bretherton (2000), the
damping magnitude of the BL friction may be too large in
Wang and Rui (1990a).
2. The moisture mode theory. This theory regards
the moisture (or moist static energy) as the first order
important. It emphasizes moisture–convection feedback
(Woolnough et al. 2001; Grabowski and Moncrieff 2004)
and moisture transport (Maloney 2009; Maloney et al.
2010; Andersen and Kuang 2012; Hsu and Li 2012; Kim
et al. 2014; Pritchard and Bretherton 2014; Liu and Wang
2016a, b). A simple empirical model was proposed (Sobel
and Maloney 2012, 2013), which is further implemented
by Adames and Kim (2016). The MJO instability mainly
comes from the parameterized cloud-radiative feedback
by choice of negative “effective gross moist stability”. The
eastward propagation is mainly driven by meridional
advection of mean moisture by MJO winds, and the parametrized BL convergence effect. This theory produces
an MJO mode that is dispersive with a westward group
velocity. In this model, the only prognostic variable is
moisture anomaly; the circulation is a passive Gill-like
(Gill 1980) response. The generation of MJO available
potential energy is neglected due to the diagnostic thermodynamic equation used. The numerical experiments
of Pritchard and Yang (2016) showed that the horizontal
advection of moist static energy is not significant to the
eastward propagation of MJO-like mode, so the model
may underestimate the feedbacks of wave dynamics on
the MJO’s propagation.
3. The frictionally coupled dynamic moisture mode
theory. The convectively coupled Kelvin–Rossby wave
theory captures the interaction between convection
and wave-BL dynamics but neglects moisture feedback.
On the other hand, the moisture mode theory captures
the convection–moisture feedback but neglects the
interaction between the convective heating and waveBL dynamics. Combination of the above two types of
theory results in the frictionally coupled dynamic moisture mode model (Wang and Chen 2016, Liu and Wang
2016b). This dynamic moisture model uses a simplified
Betts–Miller (B-M) cumulus parameterization scheme to
describe moisture feedback. The trio-interaction among
convective heating, moisture, and wave-BL dynamics yields a frictionally coupled dynamic moisture wave
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packet that resembles observed MJO closely. This theory
will be further discussed in “The MJO simulated in the
MJO trio-interaction model” section.
4. The multiscale interaction theory. The MJO convective complex consists of multiscale convective activity
and motions (Nakazawa 1988). How these mesoscale and
synoptic-scale motions interact and contribute to MJO
dynamics has been a controversial issue. Many different
schools of thinking have been proposed in this regard.
Here, we introduce four types of models belonging to this
category.
a. The MJO skeleton model. The effects of synoptic
waves on MJO through upscale momentum, heat, and
moisture transports are considered as a potential driver
for MJO (Majda and Biello 2004; Biello and Majda 2005;
Wang and Liu 2011; Liu et al. 2012; Liu and Wang 2012c,
2013b). The MJO skeleton model driven by synoptic wave
activity ensemble (Majda and Biello 2004; Majda and
Stechmann 2009) is a simplest model generalizing this
idea. In the skeleton model, the tendency of planetaryscale wave envelope is linked to the low-level moisture
anomaly, which is essentially a kind of convective heating parameterization. This parameterization and resulted
quadrupole structure remain to be validated against
observations (Chen and Wang 2016). The skeleton model
can produce a slow eastward-propagating mode with a
dispersion feature in which frequency is nearly independent of wavenumber. The model, however, yields neutral
modes which can propagate either eastward or westward
(Majda and Stechmann 2009). Liu and Wang (2012a)
extended the original skeleton model by including BL
frictional feedback. The resulting frictional skeleton
mode becomes an unstable, planetary-scale, eastwardpropagating mode, while the original westward-propagating mode is damped. The skeleton model is also
extended to include stochasticity in synoptic and convective activities, reproducing the intermittency, growth
and decay, seasonal variation, and vertical tilt of the MJO
(Thual et al. 2014).
b. The MJO–synoptic wave interaction model. In this
model, the effects of momentum, heat and moisture
transports by synoptic-scale motions are parametrized
in the governing equations for the MJO motion (Wang
and Liu 2011; Liu et al. 2012; Liu and Wang 2012c,
2013b). This type of models allows for a two-way interaction between high-frequency waves (inertial-gravity waves, Kelvin waves) and MJO. The impacts of the
upscale momentum, heat and moisture transports to
MJO were found to depend on the relative locations of
the synoptic disturbance with respect to the MJO convective center. The MJO is found to amplify when the
moist Kelvin waves are located to the west of the MJO
convective center, meanwhile the westward-propagating
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inertia–gravity waves could have a positive feedback on
the MJO when they are located to the east of the MJO
convective center (Wang and Liu 2011).
c. The multi-cloud model. The MJO has the so-called
“self-similarity” cloud structure (Mapes et al. 2006;
Kiladis et al. 2009). To understand the multi-cloud structure of the MJO, a multi-cloud model has been built by
Khouider and Majda (2006, 2007). The key features are (a)
systematic low-level moisture convergence with retained
conservation of vertically integrated moist static energy,
and (b) the use of three cumulus cloud types (congestus,
stratiform, and deep convective) together with their differing vertical heating structures. This multi-cloud model
successfully simulates the MJO analog of slow eastward
propagation, “self-similarity” vertical structure and
multiscale horizontal structure (Majda et al. 2007). The
wavenumber 3 is most unstable and the instability comes
from the second vertical baroclinic mode. This stratiform
cloud–wave interaction or moisture stratiform–wave
interaction mechanisms have also been found to support
MJO growth in other works (Mapes 2000; Kuang 2008;
Fu and Wang 2009; Seo and Wang 2010).
d. The gravity wave interference model. Motivated by
the existence of relatively short-lived, eastward- and
westward-moving disturbances within the MJO complex, the MJO has been thought as a wave packet—the
interference pattern produced by a narrow frequency
band of mixed Rossby-gravity (Yang and Ingersoll 2011)
or inertia–gravity waves (Yang and Ingersoll 2013, 2014).
In this model, the MJO is treated as a large-scale envelope of small-scale gravity waves triggered by individual
convective cells. The eastward propagation arises from a
zonal asymmetry in inertial-gravity waves, and the MJO
planetary scale depends on a scaling factor of convective
strength vs. gravity wave speed. This wave packet theory
explains only a small fraction of the variance of the MJO
in the outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data.
In addition to the aforementioned basic MJO theories, there are other specific theories focusing on “higher
order” characteristics, including the boreal summer
intraseasonal oscillation (ISO) theory and atmosphere–
ocean interaction theory.
5. Theories for the boreal summer ISO (BSISO). The
BSISO has characteristics distinguished from the MJO,
which include (a) northward propagation, (b) formation
of the northwest–southeast-tilted precipitation band, and
(c) the shift of variability center to off-equatorial monsoon
regions. Wang and Xie (1997) established a theory for the
BSISO, which attributed the formation of the northwest–
southeast-tilted precipitation band to emanation of the
Rossby waves from the decaying equatorial MJO mode
over the maritime continent and near the dateline. They
also attributed the northward propagation to the effects
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of the easterly vertical wind shears (easterly increase with
height) in the monsoon regions. They showed that the basic
state-specific humidity distribution and monsoon easterly
vertical shear together shifts the centers of ISO variance
to Northern Hemisphere summer monsoon regions. To
explain northward propagation of the BSISO, several other
mechanisms were also proposed, including the land surface heat fluxes (Webster and Holton 1982), the interaction
between convection and moist stability (Gyoswami and
Shukla 1984), the interaction between baroclinic and barotropic vorticity forced by vertical wind shear (Wang and
Xie 1997; Jiang et al. 2004; Drbohlav and Wang 2005), the
air–sea interaction (Kemball-Cook and Wang 2001; Fu and
Wang 2004), the convective momentum transport-induced
barotropic vorticity (Kang et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2015), the
beta drift (Boos and Kuang 2010), and the BL moisture
advection and the vertical wind shear-induced barotropic
vorticity effect (DeMott et al. 2013).
6. The atmosphere–ocean interaction theory. The atmosphere–ocean interaction has been shown to play a role in
sustaining the MJO (Flatau et al. 1997; Wang and Xie 1998;
Wang and Zhang 2002; Fu and Wang 2004). The linear
atmosphere–ocean interaction theory proposed by Wang
and Xie (1998) and Liu and Wang (2013a) has demonstrated that the air–sea interaction under mean westerly
winds is conducive to unstable, eastward-propagating planetary-scale waves on intraseasonal timescale. Although the
cloud–shortwave radiation–SST feedback can destabilize
both eastward and westward modes, the air–sea feedback
associated with the evaporation and oceanic entrainment
favors planetary-scale eastward-propagating modes. Over
the western hemisphere where easterly background winds
prevail, the evaporation and entrainment feedbacks yield
damped modes, indicating that longitudinal variation of
the mean surface winds plays an important role in regulation of the MJO intensity in addition to the longitudinal
variation of the mean SST. The air–sea interaction over the
Indian monsoon region and equatorial Indian Ocean, in
cooperation with the instability caused by the local meridional circulation and BL moisture convergence, can support
a self-sustained Indian summer monsoon ISO (Liu and
Wang 2012b). The monsoon trough over the western North
Pacific during late boreal summer favors for a negative
air–sea feedback to amplify the local ISO over the western
North Pacific (Wang and Zhang 2002; Liu and Wang 2014),
which explains why the strongest ISO occurs over the western North Pacific during late boreal summer.

Observed MJO characteristics: setting
up theoretical targets
What are the essential phenomenological features of the
MJO that theories must explain? This is an indispensable
question for establishing and validating MJO theories.
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Unfortunately, this remains a controversial issue because
of the complex nature of the tropical convection associated with MJO. This section is devoted to discuss this
issue.
Statistical features of MJO have been well documented,
including seasonal variations of intraseasonal variances
(Kemball-Cook and Wang 2001), the wavenumber–frequency spectrum and leading Empirical Orthogonal
Function modes (Wheeler and Kiladis 1999; Wheeler
and Hendon 2004). Statistically, MJO is defined as the
spectral components within zonal wavenumbers 1–3 and
having periods of 30–80 days in the wavenumber–frequency spectrum of OLR and 850 hPa zonal wind (Waliser 2012). However, to better understand the dynamics
of the MJO, it is advantageous to define MJO properties
from a dynamic system perspective. In this regard, the
essential characteristics of MJO system may embrace the
following aspects.
1. MJO is a planetary-scale (dominant zonal wavenumber 1 and 2) circulation system coupled with a largescale (zonal wavenumber 3–5) convective complex,
implying a preferred scale selection exists.
2. MJO moves eastward slowly with a speed of about
5 m/s over the Indo-Pacific warm pool and about
15 m/s over the western hemisphere (Madden and
Julian 1972; Knutson and Weickmann 1987), leading
to 30–60-day oscillation.
3. The MJO circulation exhibits a coupled Kelvin and
Rossby wave structure (Rui and Wang 1990; Hendon
and Salby 1994; Adames and Wallace 2014).
4. MJO exhibits a gravest baroclinic circulation structure with a backward-tilted vertical motion and
moisture. The BL low-pressure and convergence
lead the major convective center (Madden and Julian
1972; Wang 1988b; Hendon and Salby 1994).
5. The MJO system amplifies over the Indo-Pacific
warm pool and decays over the cold tongue in the
central Pacific and eastern Pacific (Wang and Rui
1990b), implying an instability mechanism exists.
In addition to the aforementioned basic characteristics
(1–5), MJO exhibits more complex behaviors that also
require theoretical explanation. These include (6) multiscale structure of the convective complex (Nakazawa
1988), implying roles of upscale eddy property transport
and multi-cloud effects; (7) strong seasonality (Wang and
Rui 1990b), implying impacts of mean states; (8) coupling
with ocean mixed layer (Krishnamurti et al. 1988), implying atmosphere–ocean interaction; (9) irregularity in
periodicity, propagation, etc., implying roles of stochastic
forcing, mid-latitude influences, etc. (10) teleconnection
or interaction with mid–high latitude variability.
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The three-dimensional structure of the MJO was summarized by the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 1, which
can be viewed as an extension of the two-dimensional
structure along the equator made by Madden and Julian
(Madden and Julian 1972). From a dynamical standpoint,
we may define MJO as a tropical, planetary-scale, unstable circulation system (coupled with a multiscale convective complex) that moves eastward slowly (~5 m/s
over the war pool ocean) with a rearward-tilted vertical
motion and a coupled Kelvin–Rossby wave structure. The
rudimentary features of the MJO that requests theoretical explanation include (1) the planetary circulation scale,
(2) slow eastward propagation over the warm Indian and
western Pacific oceans (about 5 m/s) while fast propagation over the cold eastern Pacific (about 15 m/s), (3) the
coupled Kelvin–Rossby wave (horizontal) structure, (4)
the backward-tilted baroclinic vertical structure, and
(5) the growth (decay) in the warm (cold) oceans. These
essential features should be viewed as major targets for
theoretical interpretation and validation metrics of any
basic MJO theory. The features (6)–(10) are also important but request more complicated or specific models to
explain. We consider them as higher order theoretical
targets. In this study, we will focus on understanding of
the first five basic features of MJO.

A general theoretical model framework
for essential dynamics of MJO
The principles for establishment of a theoretical model
framework are as follows. (1) The model must be derived
from the first principles with reasonable/justifiable
assumptions. (2) The model is designed to include only
the essential processes to MJO dynamics. (3) The model
results are verifiable against observations. (4) The model
can elucidate fundamental mechanisms at work. Based

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram illustrating three-dimensional structure of
the MJO mode. BLMC represents boundary layer moisture convergence
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on these principles, Wang and Chen (2016) proposed a
general model framework for understanding MJO essential dynamics.
Figure 2 illustrates the key elements of large-scale MJO
dynamics. The coupled Convection-Kelvin–Rossby wave
structure and the phase lead of the BL convergence to
convective heating imply that the low-frequency wave and
BL dynamics, precipitation heating and their interactions
must be the key elements, which also necessarily involve
moisture feedback to convective precipitation. The moisture feedback is determined by surface entropy fluxes and
the moisture convergence induced by the wave and BL
dynamics. The precipitation heat energy comes from the
basic state moist static energy that is largely controlled
by basic state SST (Wang 1988b; Wang and Li 1994). The
model framework shown in Fig. 2 includes all rudimental elements that are considered in the five major existing MJO theories mentioned in “Review of progresses in
theoretical understanding” section, thus representing a
general model framework for essential dynamics of MJO.
The simplest vertical structure of the model is a 1 and
1/2 layer equatorial beta-plane model, which consists
of the first baroclinic mode in the free troposphere and
barotropic BL dynamics (Wang 1988b). Detailed derivation of the model equations is given in Hoskins and
Wang (2006) and Wang (2012). Briefly, using horizontal velocity scale C0, length scale (C0/β)1/2, timescale
(βC0)−1/2, geopotential scale C02, moisture scale d0Δp/g,
where d0 = 2p2Cp C02/ΔpRLc, the non-dimensional governing equations are:

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram illustrating the essential large-scale
dynamics of the MJO
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∂Φ
∂u
− yv = −
− ǫu
∂t
∂x
∂Φ
∂v
+ yu = −
− ǫv
∂t
∂y

(1)
(2)

∂Φ
+ D + dDb = −(Pr − R) − µΦ
∂t

(3)

∂q
+ QD + V� · ∇Q + d(Qb Db + V� b · ∇Qb ) = Ev − Pr
∂t
(4)
∂Φ
∂ub
− yvb = −
− Ek ub
∂t
∂x

(5)

∂Φ
∂vb
+ yub = −
− Ek vb
∂t
∂y

(6)

Equation (3) is the combined hydrostatic, continuity
and thermodynamic equation. Equation (4) is the vertically integrated moisture equation. Equations (5) and (6)
are momentum equations for the barotropic BL. u v and
Φ represent the free tropospheric low-level zonal wind,
−
→
meridional wind and geopotential, respectively. V and
−
→
V b denote, respectively, the wind vectors at the low-level
free atmosphere and the BL. μ and ǫ are the longwave
Newtonian cooling and Rayleigh friction coefficients. q
is the column-integrated perturbation moisture from the
surface to the tropopause. Pr, R and Ev are precipitation
rate, longwave radiation and evaporation, respectively. Q
and Qb are, respectively, normalized basic state-specific
humidity at the lower tropospheric layer and the BL, both
are controlled by the underlying SST. For a homogeneous SST, the zonal and meridional moisture advection in
Eq. (4) will vanish. D and Db are the lower tropospheric
and BL divergence, respectively. ub and vb are BL barotropic winds, and Ek is the friction coefficient in the BL.
d is the non-dimensional BL depth. For more details, the
reader is referred to Wang and Chen (2016).
The general model framework here can accommodate
different convective heating parameterization schemes.
Here are examples.
1. Simplified Kuo scheme (Wang and Rui 1990a), in
which the moisture tendency is neglected, thus precipitation is balanced by the moisture convergence and surface
evaporation:

Pr =





Pr0
τ A0

�
�
�2 ��
1 − �t−τ/2
1−
τ/2


 0; otherwise,

L2
R2

�



Pr = H b(Ev − QD − dQb Db )

(7)

where b is a precipitation efficiency coefficient. H(x) is a
Heaviside function, which represents the positive-only
(non-linear) precipitation heating.
2. Simplified convection–moisture feedback sensitivity
Bretherton et al. 2004 scheme (Sobel and Maloney 2012;
Adames and Kim 2016) in which precipitation heating is
proportional to the column-integrated moisture:

Pr =

q
τ

(8)

where τ is the convective timescale.
3. Cloud-radiation feedback scheme (Fuchs and Raymond 2002; Peters and Bretherton 2005) in which the
reduction of radiative cooling is proportional to convective heating associated with the precipitation

R = −rPr

(9)

where r is a coefficient.
4. Simplified B-M scheme (Wang and Chen 2016, Liu
and Wang 2016b), in which the moisture is relaxed back
to a significant fraction of the saturation value when there
is enough moisture for convection: Pr = τ1 H (q − 
q (T ))
(Frierson et al. 2004), and in the 1 and ½ layer model:

Pr =

1
H [(q + αΦ)]
τ

(10)

where τ is a convective adjustment time.
5. The wave activity ensemble (WAE) scheme (Majda
and Stechmann 2009), in which the precipitation tendency is assumed to be proportional to low-level perturbation moisture:

∂Pr
= Cqlow
∂t

(11)

where C is a constant that is determined by radiative–
convective equilibrium state. qlow is the low-level moisture (Majda and Stechmann 2009; Stechmann and Majda
2015), which can be approximated to q, since q is mainly
contributed by the moisture from the surface to 500-hPa.
6. The triggered convective heating (Yang and Ingersoll
2013) in which convection is assumed to occur in a small
area, and is triggered when the pressure anomaly is lower
than a threshold:

; when φ < φc , 0 < �t < τ , and L2 ≤ R2

(12)
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where L = (�x2 + �y2 )1/2 measures the disturbance
from the convective center, Δx and Δy are measured relative to the location where the convection is triggered.
These simplified parameterization schemes shown
above all attempt to relate the large-scale convective
heating to the large-scale atmospheric variables. The
proper representation of convection in terms of the largescale atmospheric variables affects the ability of a theoretical model to simulate the trio-interaction between
convection, moisture, and large-scale circulation, which
determines how well a theoretical model can capture
the essential features of MJO. Therefore, the validity and
limitations of these schemes should be checked against
observations.

Relationships between the general MJO model
and the existing theoretical models
The governing Eqs. (1–6) for MJO dynamics and the simplified convective parameterization (7–12) have extended
the Matsuno (1966)–Gill (1980) model massively by
including (a) BL dynamics, (b) moisture conservation,
and (c) parameterized interactive convective heating.
The major existing theoretical models of MJO can be
obtained from this general MJO model by introducing
simplified assumptions as discussed below.
1. The frictionally coupled Kelvin–Rossby wave model
can be obtained using a diagnostic moisture equation
and choosing the simplified Kuo scheme, Eq. (7).
2. The moisture mode theory model (Sobel and Maloney
2013; Adames and Kim 2016) can be obtained by
neglecting the BL dynamics and the tendency terms
in the momentum and thermodynamic equations
and choosing the simplified convection–moisture
sensitivity scheme [Eq. (8)] and cloud-radiation
feedback scheme, Eq. (9). It also implemented the
effects of the BL frictional convergence and the highfrequency eddy-induced moistening in the moisture
Eq. (4), which are both parameterized by the lowlevel zonal wind anomalies.
3. The frictionally coupled dynamic moisture mode
model (Wang and Chen 2016, Liu and Wang 2016b)
can be obtained by choosing the simplified B-M
scheme, Eq. (10), without other simplification.
4. The MJO skeleton model (Majda and Stechmann
2009) can be obtained by neglecting the BL dynamics, Rayleigh friction, Newtonian cooling, and spatial
variation of Q, and choosing the WAE precipitation
scheme, Eq. (11). The frictional skeleton model (Liu
and Wang 2012a) can also be obtained by choosing
the WAE precipitation scheme.
5. The gravity wave interference model (Yang and Ingersoll 2013) can be obtained by neglecting moisture
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equation and BL dynamics and choosing the triggered convection scheme, Eq. (12).
Therefore, the major existing theoretical models of
MJO are all specific cases of the general MJO model.

The MJO simulated in the MJO trio‑interaction
model
Hereafter, we focus on the general model with the simplified B-M scheme. The essence of this model lies in a
trio-interaction among convective heating, moisture, and
equatorial wave-BL dynamics. For this reason, this theory
is named as a trio-interaction theory. The trio-interaction
mode obtained from this model is essentially a frictionally coupled dynamic moisture mode. There are two fundamental processes that interact with convective heating
and support the trio-interaction mode, one is the BL frictional convergence feedback and the other is moisture
feedback. Adding additional parametrized terms such as
cloud-radiation feedback is trivial.
Figure 3 presents the propagation, horizontal structure, and BL convergence of the simulated MJO-like,
trio-interaction mode on an idealized “warm pool” SST
configuration (Fig. 3a). The governing equations are
solved in an aqua-planet channel between 40°S and 40°N
on a spherical coordinate by rewriting Eqs. (1)–(6) to
the spherical coordinate. The zonal boundary condition
is periodic and the fluxes of mass, momentum, and heat
normal to the meridional boundaries vanish. An initial
pure Kelvin wave disturbance was placed on the equator
and 60°E. The solution is not sensitive to the specified initial disturbance.
With the specified warm pool SST (and basic state
moisture distribution), the simulated MJO precipitation anomaly moves eastward from 60°E to 170°E with a
speed about 5 m/s comparable to observations (Fig. 3b).
Interestingly, the simulated precipitation anomaly amplifies over the warm ocean with the strongest precipitation
nearly coinciding with the highest SSTs. The precipitation anomaly decays quickly near the dateline because
the westward background SST gradients produce negative moisture advection by MJO easterly and the low SST
over cold tongue kills the convection.
The simulated low-level geopotential and wind fields
display a coupled convection-Kelvin–Rossby wave pattern (Fig. 3c), the nearly symmetric double cyclone to
the west of the precipitation and the low-pressure/easterly anomaly to the east of the precipitation represent the
Rossby wave and Kelvin wave components, respectively.
This structure resembles closely to the observed structure (Fig. 3d).
The observed (Fig. 3d) and simulated MJO structures
(Fig. 3c) bear similarity with the Gill (1980) pattern, but
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(See figure on previous page.)
Fig. 3 MJO propagation in a varying background SST (°C) simulated in the trio-interaction model with B-M scheme. a Idealized Indo-Pacific warm
pool SST configuration. b Time-longitude diagram of simulated precipitation rate (mm/day) along the equator; c simulated normalized low-level
(700-hPa) wind (vectors), geopotential height (contour) and the precipitation (shading) at day 7; d observed horizontal structures of MJO during
winter (NDJFM), namely regressions of 700-hPa wind (m/s, vector), geopotential height (m, contour), as well as precipitation (mm/day, shading)
with respect to the precipitation index over the eastern Indian Ocean (averaged over 5°S–5°N; and 70°E–90°E); e the simulated equatorial (averaged
between 5°S and 5°N) precipitation (red), column-integrated moisture (green) and BL convergence (blue); f the same as e except for observation;
g Planetary zonal scale of the MJO mode shown by the low-level equatorial zonal wind (m/s) at day 7 (blue line). The red line shows the approximate
zonal wind made by the first four wavenumbers; h the same as g, except for the observed MJO zonal scale corresponding to d. The observational
datasets are ERA-interim atmospheric dataset and TRMM precipitation dataset, with a period from 1998 to 2015

they are not the same. The shape parameter defined by
the zonal extent ratio of Kelvin easterly vs. Rossby westerly is 3.0 in Gill pattern but only 2.0 in observed and
simulated MJO. The Rossby–Kelvin (R–K) intensity
parameter defined by the ratio of the maximum low-level
westerly speed Umax vs. the maximum easterly speed
abs(Umin) averaged over 5°S and 5°N is 2.2 in Gill pattern
but only 0.6 and 1.3 in the observed and simulated MJO.
The structural differences between the Gill pattern and
MJO arise from the nature of the precipitation heating.
In the Gill model the heating is specified and the waves
are passive responses, while in the MJO structure the
heating is interactive with the waves and the waves can
feed back to the heating. For this reason, we will describe
MJO structure as a coupled Kelvin–Rossby wave packet,
avoiding using “Gill pattern”.
Figure 3e shows that the simulated BL frictional convergence is located under and to the east of the major convection center, a feature which closely resembles observations
(Fig. 3f). The phase shift between the BL convergence and
free troposphere upward motion is the 1½ layer model’s
counterpart of the observed backward-tilted vertical
structure in a vertically continuous model. The vertical tilt
of moisture field is mainly contributed by the BL frictional
convergence to the east of the convective heating.
The planetary (zonal) scale of the simulated MJO lowlevel zonal winds is further analyzed in Fig. 3g in comparison with observation (Fig. 3h). The zonal circulation
is a single wave packet that is primarily made of zonal
wavenumber 1–4 with wavenumber 1 having the largest contribution (Wang and Chen 2016). The result here
may provide an explanation of the statistical definition of
MJO which manifests itself as concentration of energy
on wavenumber 1–3 and period of 30–80 days in the frequency–wavenumber spectrum diagram (Wheeler and
Hendon 2004; Jiang et al. 2015).
In sum, the trio-interaction model yields an MJOlike mode that captures the five basic characteristics of
the observed MJO realistically, producing an equatorial
planetary-scale, unstable system moving eastward slowly
(~5 m/s) over warm pool with a rearward-tilted, coupled
Kelvin–Rossby wave structure.

Mechanisms of MJO offered by the trio‑interaction
theory
There are a number of fundamental questions regarding the basic mechanisms of the MJO which will be
addressed in this section in terms of the trio-interaction
theory.
a. Mechanisms for the convective coupling of Kelvin
and Rossby waves
Why does MJO exhibit a coupled Kelvin–Rossby wave
structure with BL convergence leading convection? To
address this question, we use the trio-interaction model
with uniform SST of 29.0 °C and compare the results
from the models with and without BL dynamics (by setting the BL depth d to zero), respectively.
Figure 4 shows that the same initial dry Kelvin wave
low-pressure induces precipitation, which further excites
a coupled Kelvin–Rossby system at day 2. With BL
dynamics, the trio-interaction mode exhibits a coupled
K–R structure (Fig. 4a); however, without the BL dynamics, the Kelvin and Rossby waves are decoupled: the
Rossby wave moves westward and the Kelvin wave moves
eastward (Fig. 4b). Their propagation speeds are the
same as predicted by the equatorial wave theory (Matsuno 1966). Therefore, the moisture feedback in the B-M
parameterization could not generate the MJO-like mode.
Similarly, without BL dynamics the Kuo scheme and the
moisture feedback in the WAE (skeleton model) scheme
also cannot hold the Kelvin and Rossby wave together
(Fig. 4c, d). It is the BL frictional moisture convergence
that is responsible for the coupling among convection,
Kelvin and Rossby waves.
How could the BL frictional convergence couple the
eastward-propagating Kelvin wave and westward-propagating Rossby waves together with convection and select
eastward propagation? Wang and Rui (1990a) showed
that the Rossby wave-induced BL convergence exhibits
not only off-equatorial maximum coinciding with Rossby
wave lows but also an equatorial maximum convergence
to the east of the Rossby wave lows; on the other hand,
the Kelvin wave-induced BL convergence displays an
equatorial maximum that coincides with Kelvin wave low
pressure and easterly phase. Therefore, when convective
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the evolution/propagation of the simulated MJO modes using: a B-M scheme with BL dynamics, b B-M scheme without BL
dynamics, c Kuo scheme without BL dynamics, and d WAE scheme without BL dynamics. Shown are sequential maps of precipitation rate (color
shading) and lower troposphere geopotential height (contours). All fields are normalized by their respective maxima (absolute values) at each panel.
The contours start from −0.9 with an interval 0.2. The basic state SST is uniform 29.0 °C
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heating excites Rossby wave lows to its west and Kelvin
wave low to its east, the Kelvin and Rossby waves would
produce a unified BL moisture convergence field that leads
(to the east of ) the major convective heating (see Fig. 3e).
As a result, the frictional organization of convective heating can couple the Kelvin and Rossby waves together with
convective heating. The BL moisture convergence can also
accumulate moist static energy and increase convective
instability to the east of the major convection (Hsu and Li
2012), leading to eastward propagation of the MJO.
b. Mechanisms for slow eastward propagation of MJO
Slow eastward propagation (about 5 m/s) in the warm
pool is critical to explain the 30–60-day periodicity of
MJO. What controls MJO propagation speed in general? In this subsection, we show that the slow eastward
propagation is primarily attributed to (a) warm pool SST,
which promotes convective heating that reduces effective
static stability, thus reducing the moist equatorial wave
speed, (b) the coupling of Kelvin and Rossby waves, and
(c) the moisture feedback in the B-M parameterization.
To understand the effects of factors (a) and (b), it is convenient to examine the combined dimensional thermodynamic equation and moisture equation without BL and
moisture tendency:

∂Φ
+ C02 (1 − bQ)∇ · v� = 0
∂t

(13)

where C0 is the dry Kelvin wave or gravity wave speed,
which is determined by the dry static stability; b is the
precipitation efficiency coefficient (b = 0.88 in this
study); the quantity C02 (1 − bQ) represents the effective
static stability, which is the reduced static
 stability due to
the precipitation heating. Thus, C = C0 (1 − bQ) is the
phase speed of convectively coupled Kelvin wave. When
SST increases, the (Q) increases accordingly, thus moist
Kelvin wave phase speed decreases.
As shown in Fig. 5, given typical atmospheric static
stability parameter, the dry baroclinic Kelvin (gravity)
wave speed is 50 m/s. The convectively coupled Kelvin
wave (moist-K) speed decreases with increasing SST with
a value of 19 m/s for SST = 29 °C. The MJO eastwardpropagating speed is further slowed down by the coupling of Kelvin and Rossby waves from 19 to 14.9 m/s
when SST = 29 °C with the simplified Kuo scheme (without moisture feedback). This is because the Rossby wave
component induced by β-effect tends to move westward.
Finally, the moisture feedback in B-M scheme can further substantially slow down the eastward propagation
speed to about 5 m/s. The SST dependence of propagation speed is consistent with the observed slow propagation over the warm pool and fast propagation in the cold
ocean in the western hemisphere (Knutson et al. 1986).

Fig. 5 Eastward propagation speed as function of SST for dry Kelvin
wave (Dry-K), moist Kelvin wave (moist-K), coupled Kelvin–Rossby
waves in the Kuo simulation (Kuo) and in the B-M simulation (B-M).
Adopted from Wang and Chen (2016)

Why does the moisture feedback in the B-M simulation substantially slow down the eastward propagation of
the MJO mode? Wang and Chen (2016) has shown that
the B-M scheme couples more tightly the convection
and Rossby waves, resulting in an enhanced Rossby wave
component, which substantially slows down MJO eastward propagation because the Rossby wave component
induced by β-effect tends to move westward. The theoretical result here finds support from a previous aquaplanet numerical study, which shows that when Rossby
wave component becomes weak, the eastward propagation becomes faster (Kang et al. 2013).
c. Mechanism of amplification and decay of MJO
The MJO instability in the trio-interaction model
depends on the basic state SST or basic state moist static
energy, which is the ultimate heating energy source
for the MJO instability. The non-linear evolution of the
simulated MJO mode in Fig. 3b has elucidated why MJO
intensifies over the warm pool oceans while decays over
the cold ocean. The linear instability analysis of Liu and
Wang (2016b) shows that the growth rate of the MJO
mode increases as SST increases. Note that the growth
rate in the Kuo simulation without moisture feedback is
significantly higher than that in the B-M simulation, suggesting the moisture feedback reduces the growth rate.
Why does the moisture feedback in B-M simulation
reduce the instability? Energetic analysis provides an
answer. The energetic analysis also reveals how MJO
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perturbation energy is generated and what characteristic
structure a growing MJO mode has. Following Wang and
Li (1994), the non-dimensional total energy equation for
the free atmosphere could be expressed as:


∂ 2
(u + v2 + Φ 2 )/2 = −�ΦH (Pr )� − d�Φ∇ · Vb �
∂t
 
− ǫ < u2 + v2 > −µ Φ 2

(14)

where the angle bracket denotes spatial average over
the entire domain. The first term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (14) represents the generation of eddy available
potential energy (EAPE), which is determined by the
negative covariance between precipitation and low-level
geopotential height perturbation, and occurs only in the
precipitation region; the second to fourth terms represent the energy losses due to BL friction, Rayleigh friction
and Newtonian cooling.
Figure 6 shows zonal distribution of EAPE generation
along the equator where the EAPE reaches a maximum.
In both parameterization schemes, precipitation occurs
in the low-level low-pressure regions, so that the covariance between the low-pressure and precipitation heating generates EAPE. The maximum eddy generation rate
nearly coincides with precipitation. However, the region
of EAPE generation slightly leads the precipitation in

(a)

both simulations, which is consistent with observations
(Johnson et al. 1999). This phase difference also implies
that the EAPE generation may contribute to eastward
propagation. The model reproduces an important feature
that agrees very well with observation, that is, the low
sea-level pressure and associated BL convergence leads
precipitation region. This can be seen from (a) the lowpressure center and the maximum BL convergence center
being located to the east of the precipitation center, and
(b) the “integrated” low-pressure and BL convergence to
the east of the precipitation center being much stronger
than those to the west of the precipitation center.
In addition to the common features in the EAPE generation, there is a difference between the two simulations. As shown in Fig. 6a, the maximum precipitation in
Kuo simulation almost coincides with the maximum BL
convergence, which means that the frictional moisture
convergence can interact directly with precipitation and
effectively generate the EAPE. In the B-M simulation, on
the other hand, the maximum BL convergence is ahead
of the precipitation maxima (Fig. 6b), and the maximum
precipitation nearly coincides with the maximum moisture perturbation (not shown here), because the precipitation in the B-M simulation is determined by moisture
anomaly, which is a delayed response to frictional moisture convergence, and the release of precipitation heating takes a finite time (the convective adjustment time τ).

(b)

Fig. 6 Phase relation and energetics at the equator on day 10 in (a) Kuo simulation and (b) B-M simulation. Shown are generation of eddy available
potential energy (G-EAPE), geopotential height (z), precipitation (pr), and boundary layer convergence (BL_cvg). All fields are normalized by their
respective maxima at each panel. The origin of the zonal horizontal axis represents the location of maximum precipitation. σ represents the growth
rate (unit 1/day) and τ represents the convective adjustment timescale (unit hour)
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Thus, the energy generation rate or the growth rate in the
B-M simulation is generally smaller than that in the Kuo
simulation. The frictional convergence feedback generates convective available potential energy (CAPE) for the
instability; the moisture feedback can reduce the instability by reducing the efficiency of CAPE releasing rate.

Conclusion and discussion
Although notable progress has been made in developing
the general circulation models, by far the MJO stays poorly
simulated in many models and our prediction skill for MJO
remains limited. Lack of adequate understanding of the
essential MJO dynamics has resulted in divergent theories.
A general theoretical model for understanding essential
dynamics of the MJO is proposed to extend the Matsuno
and Gill models by including the trio-interaction among
parameterized convective heating, moisture, and the free
tropospheric low-frequency equatorial wave dynamics and
BL dynamics (Fig. 2). The model accommodates different
cumulus parameterization schemes. It is demonstrated
that the five types of existing theoretical models are special cases of the general model, including the frictionally
coupled Kelvin–Rossby wave model, the moisture mode
model, the frictionally coupled dynamic moisture model,
the MJO skeleton model, and the gravity wave interference
model. The general model allows for considering realistic
basic state SST, transient BL, non-linear heating, etc. The
general model can also further extend to include other
processes that are deemed to have important impacts on
MJO’s evolution, such as upscale eddy momentum, moisture and heat transfer. The present model can also be
extended to a multi-layer model to incorporate multi-layer
cloud precipitation effects and explore stratiform cloud–
wave interaction and radiation–cloud interaction. These
are the future works and are currently underway.
The trio-interaction model with B-M scheme yields a
frictionally coupled dynamic moisture mode, which reproduces the following essential characteristics of the observed
MJO (Fig. 3): (a) a coupled Kelvin–Rossby wave structure,
(b) slow eastward propagation (~5 m/s) over warm pool, (c)
planetary (zonal) scale circulation, (d) a vertical structure
in which BL moisture convergence leads major convection,
and (e) amplification/decay over warm/cold SST regions.
Using trio-interaction model, we demonstrate the frictional convergence feedback provides a mechanism that
couples the Kelvin wave and Rossby wave together along
with convective heating, and selects eastward propagation. Without frictional convergence feedback, the Kelvin
and Rossby waves are decoupled, and there is no growing mode (Fig. 4). Therefore, the frictional convergence
feedback acts like an engine that drives the wave dynamic
feedback and moisture feedback to generate the unstable
dynamic moisture mode.
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Interestingly, the model suggests that eastward propagation speed decreases with increasing relative intensity
of the Rossby wave component. The moisture feedback
in the simplified B-M scheme can enhance the relative
intensity of Rossby wave response in the MJO structure,
thereby substantially reduce the eastward propagation
speed (Fig. 5). The inverse relationship between eastward
propagation speed and the relative intensity of the Rossby
wave component seems to be consistent with the difference between the models’ simulated non-propagating
and propagating MJOs (Wang and Chen 2016), but needs
to be further verified by observations and model results.
The trio-interaction theory offers answers to three key
questions concerning essential dynamics of the MJO:
why the MJO possesses a mixed Kelvin–Rossby wave
structure; what makes the MJO move eastward slowly
(about 5 m/s) in the eastern Hemisphere, resulting in
the 30–60-day rhythm, and why MJO amplifies over the
warm pool ocean.
The model solutions vary with the model parameters.
The most sensitive parameters are the BL Ekman number Ek and the convective adjustment time τ in the B-M
scheme. An enhanced BL convergence would enhance
frictional moisture feedback, resulting in stronger instability and enhanced Rossby wave component that slows
down eastward propagation. A longer adjustment time τ
means slower atmospheric adjustment toward the quasiequilibrium reference state, thus the precipitation intensity weakens, leading to weaker instability.
The results of this study suggest that MJO propagation
and instability are sensitive to cumulus parameterization
schemes because different schemes may produce different structures of the MJO and propagation speeds, and
the EAPE generation is related to the horizontal structures. The observed MJO structure consists of Kelvin
wave and Rossby wave components but it is not the same
as Gill pattern because the heating in Gill model is specified whereas the heating in MJO interacts with dynamics and moisture. Even within the chosen B-M scheme,
the instability and propagation speed depend on sensitive parameters such as the convective adjustment time
τ. This may explain why a variety of MJO behaviors have
been produced in GCMs and why tuning parameters
or change of cumulus parameterization can effectively
improve the MJO simulation.
In both observation (Benedict and Randall 2007; Hsu
and Li 2012) and model simulation (Jiang and al 2015),
the BL frictional convergence has been found to be
important for the eastward propagation of the MJO by
strongly coupling with the shallow/congestus clouds,
resulting in a vertically rearward-tilted structure of the
MJO. To validate the critical role of the BL moisture convergence in the trio-interaction theory and to diagnose
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numerical models’ problems, we suggest focusing on the
zonal structural asymmetry in the lower troposphere
generated by the BL moisture feedback, including the
phase leading of the BL moisture convergence to major
convection (by about 4–5 days) and the associated lower
troposphere moistening (increase in equivalent potential
temperature), destabilization (increase of the convective
instability), the 700 hPa diabatic heating and the generation of MJO available potential energy. In the models with good MJO simulation, the BL convergence can
enhance congestus cloud heating and upward transport
of moisture that further feeds back to BL moisture convergence. This positive feedback could amplify the effects
of frictional convergence feedback. In the models with
poor MJO simulation, the BL convergence is very weak
to the east of MJO convective center, while the associated
shallow convective heating as well as the vertically tilted
structure disappears (Jiang and al 2015). This implies that
MJO simulation may be sensitive to shallow and congestus cumulus parameterization schemes and the BL turbulence parameterization in GCMs. While the BL frictional
convergence always exists in GCMs to various degrees,
the ways by which BL convergence interacts with shallow
and congestus clouds in different GCMs may differ and
this interaction could significantly affect the frictional
convergence feedback and thus the MJO behavior. This
interactive process should be represented correctly in
the numerical modeling of MJO with GCMs, including
the lower tropospheric convective mixing and low cloud
feedback.
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